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PART - A

Very short answer type.

one word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all questions.

1 What is the default return type of a function?

2 What is the use of qetch0 function?

3 What is a null pointer?

4 An immediate exit from the loop can be achieved by a

5 lnput/output funct on prototypes are defined in header f le

6 A pointer is used to store of a variable

I S ze of a Llnion is determined bv lhe

I"t'()



I What rs a token?

! What is the use of auto keyword?

10 What are compound staternents?

(10x1=10Marks)

PART B

Not 10 exceed one paragraph, answer any EIGHT questions Each question catfles
two marks

11 What are variables and in which way they are dtfferent from constants?

'i 2 Explain any four mathematical functions w th suitable example

13 Wr te a C program to concatenate two strings using library function

14 Whai are multidlmensional arrays?

15 What is a file? How to open ar.rd close a file?

TO Different ate between algorithm and flowchart

17 Differentiate between keyl,vords and identifiers

1B ExpLain the use of strlenO and strlwrO functions

T g Ifescribe the uses and l mitations of getcO and putcO.

20 What are primilive and non pnmitive data types?

2l Explaln register slorage class

22 L ist the advantages of loop struclures in programming

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)
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PARI C

S horl Essay

N01 lo exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question carres
fou r rnarks

2:i Wrile a C program to implement linear search.

.1 r 
" 
plain various'.'e operatron.

25 Explain the following using generaL syntax and example.

(a) Exit control oops

(b) Entry control oops

26 What is the d fference between call by value and call by reference?

2 / Exp ain the steps for comp ling and executing a C program.

28 Draw a flow c|rar1 and Write a C program to count number of vowels in a given
s.!g

2!l What are the differences between slructure and union? Give an illustratlve
example of usage of union and structure

:lC Explain the following concepts with a C program.

(a) Return statement

(b) Recursion

(c) #define

(c) void

ll I Explain the syntax of swrtch case statement in C language with an example. Also
conrpar(] the pedormance of switch case with if else statement.

(6 x4= 24 lMarks)
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PART D

nnswer any two questions Each question carries 15 marks.

32 Write a note on user defined functions in C. Explain its declaration def nition and
scope wrlh suitable e xamples

33 Explain different types of operators in C language.

34 What is a storage class? Explain the different storage classes with examples.

35 What is a pointer? What is the relationship between pointers and arrays?
Illustrate the pointers concept with the help of a program.

(2 x '15 = 30 Marks) I
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